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Founded in 1976, Buskro has evolved into an industry 
leader in the design and manufacture of high quality 
printing, tabbing/labelling and card processing 
equipment to meet a broad range of customer needs. 
Innovation is the key to everything we produce. Our 
approach of using the latest technology, along with an 
open architecture, allows our products to meet your 
current needs and adapt to your future requirements.  
Buskro equipment features heavy-duty construction 
from top to bottom, plus design details that promote 
years of trouble-free operation. Our commitment to 

innovation has produced solutions that have not only 
set the standard, but raised the bar for over 40 years.  
Working with Buskro’s global network of distribution 
partners, we take pride in providing quality service and 
support for all of our products, including our legacy 
technologies. When you consider your needs – the 
ones you face today and the unknown challenges of 
tomorrow, and then compare Buskro’s total value 
proposition of price, flexibility, quality and durability... 
Buskro is hard to beat! 

BUSKRO
ABOUT

 »  Product Range: CR80 cards to A3 
sheets (11” X 17” – portrait and 
landscape)

 »  Available configurations: i) 
3-belt, 3x1.85”(47mm); ii) 4-belt, 
4x1.85”(47mm); and iii) wide belt, 
2x6.0” (152mm)

 »  Tight-tolerance, high-friction, 
seamless transport belts

 »  Recessed transport belts c/w even 
vacuum flow

 »  Precision-mounted encoder
 »  Minimal mechanical noise resulting 
in consistent belt movement

 »  Easily adjusted, accurate entry 
product guides

 »  Infeed and outfeed rollers for 
smooth product conveyance and 
transfer

 »  Heavy-duty, precise construction 
for years of trouble-free, consistent 
operation

 »  Aluminum side extrusions to mount 
hardware including: printheads, LED 
curing lamps, sensors and cameras

 »  Suite of supplementary accessories 
to build a complete system from 
start to finish

 »  Operate both inline with other 
devices or offline as a complete 
system

FeaturesBK7IB Transport Base 

With over 40 years of knowledge and 
experience, Buskro has become the 
trusted specialist in inkjet systems.

Uniquely designed to 
complete your printing needs.

7IB Transport 
Bases

PRECISE, PROVEN PRINT PLATFORM 
With over 20 years of proven 
performance, the suite of premium 
Buskro 7IB transport bases are 

exceptionally designed and purpose built 
to complete and complement your inkjet 
printing needs.

GENERAL  
 Transport Style Description

 BK7IBR-5-3B BK7IB Transport Base,  Entry level. Economical. Ideal for    
  3-Belt conveyance of typical mailing products. 

 BK7IBR-5-4B BK7IB Transport Base,  Robust, centre line material detection. Ideal for  
  4- Belt conveyance of all specified products.

 BK7IBR-5-WB BK7IB Transport Base,  Robust, centre line material detection.   
  Twin Wide-Belt Ideal for conveyance of large, heavy, and   
   difficult products

OPTIONS  
 BK722-7IB-5 Flip-up Table  Friction feeder platform which can be   
   retracted for inline operation

 BK703-7IB-5 Extension Table Vacuum-equipped table to mount IR dryer,  
   LED curing lamp, and other devices at output

 BK-RAMP-7IB-5 Ramp-up Table  Infeed belt transport section, height-  
   adjustable for compatibility with upstream  
   transports

 BK2108-SB Delivery Conveyor Receives and shingles completed products  
   mounted either inline or right-angle

SPECIFICATIONS  
 Product Handling  

 Minimum 2” (50mm) X 3” (75mm)  CR80

 Maximum 16” (406mm) X 17” (432mm) A3  Portrait and landscape

 Thickness Single sheet to ¾” (19mm) 

 Size  

 Length 56” (1425mm) 

 Width 34” (861mm)  

 Height 32.5” to 40.5” (900mm to 940mm) Tabletop

 Weight 530 lbs (240 kg)  Crated

 Power 220 VAC @ 5A 



A Trusted
Printing Platform

ATTENTION TO DETAIL
BUSKRO pays attention to the 
details that lead to excellent 
print quality, including 
recessed transport belts in 
guided channels, high-friction 
endless transport belts 
equipped with even vacuum, 
precision-mounted encoder, 
and belt drive components 
specified and made to 
reduce mechanical “noise” 
and ensure smooth belt 
transmission.

ROBUST, RELIABLE, 
PRINT PLATFORM 
All BK7IB transport models 
provide a robust, reliable 
print platform designed to 
deliver the highest printing 
results.  Each is heavy-duty 
in construction, delivers 

precise transportation of 
material, consistently provides 
excellent print quality, and 
offers years of trouble-free 
operation and longevity.

COMPLETE YOUR SYSTEM
BK7IB transport bases are 
the foundation of a printing 
system compatible with 
a wide variety of BUSKRO 
and third-party printing 
technologies. Let us complete 
your system from start to 
finish with supplementary 
BUSKRO accessories such as: 
feeders, delivery conveyor, 
infeed ramp-up, feeder flip-up 
and outfeed extension tables, 
IR dryers and LED curing 
lamps, labelers, waste bin, 
scanners and cameras.
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Building on over 20 years of proven performance and 
experience, BUSKRO has expanded its suite of BK7IB 
transport bases to include three models: 3-belt, 4-belt, 
and 2-wide belt configuration, offering added choice from 
an economical entry-level model to a premium wide-belt 
unit designed to handle heavy and difficult materials. 
The reliable BK7IB print platform forms the foundation 
from which an entire system can be built upon by adding 
accessories such as infeed (ramped) and outfeed extension 
tables, feeders, waste bin, and delivery conveyors. 
Convenient side extrusion rails allow for print heads, LED 
curing lamps, and third-party devices such as cameras and 
barcode readers to be easily mounted and added. 


